We give a number of new characterizations of the Jiang-Su algebra Z, both intrinsic and extrinsic, in terms of C Ã -algebraic, dynamical, topological and Ktheoretic conditions. Along the way we study divisibility properties of C Ã -algebras, we give a precise characterization of those unital C Ã -algebras of stable rank one that admit a unital embedding of the dimension-drop C Ã -algebra Z n; nþ1 , and we prove a cancellation theorem for the Cuntz semigroup of C Ã -algebras of stable rank one.
Introduction
In Elliott's program to classify nuclear C Ã -algebras by K-theory data (see [14] for an introduction), the systematic use of strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebras play a central role. The term ''strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebras'' was formally coined in the paper [18] to denote the class of C Ã -algebras D 3 C for which there is an isomorphism from D to D n D which is approximately unitarily equivalent to the embedding d 7 ! d n 1. Strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebras are automatically simple, nuclear and have at most one tracial state. The Cuntz algebras O 2 and O y and the Jiang-Su algebra Z are strongly selfabsorbing.
Most classification results obtained so far can be interpreted as classification up to Dstability, where D is one of the (few) known strongly self-absorbing examples (cf. [16] ). The classification of Kirchberg algebras can thus be viewed as classification up to O y -stability. There is at present much interest in classification up to Z-stability, which appears to be the largest possible class of ''D-stable'' C Ã -algebras. One may view Z as being the stably finite analogue of O y .
The original construction of the Jiang-Su algebra in [8] is as an inductive limit of a sequence of C Ã -algebras with specified connecting mappings. Whereas everything in this construction in principle is concrete, the presentation is not canonical, and it depends on infinitely many choices. Since the Jiang-Su algebra has become to play such a central role in the classification program it is desirable to have a more concrete and ''finite'' presentation of this algebra, or to be able to characterize it in a more streamlined way. We refer to the recent paper by Dadarlat and Toms, [3] , for a very nice such characterization. In this paper we present other characterizations and presentations of the Jiang-Su algebra.
The many alternative descriptions available for the Cuntz algebra O y provide a guideline of what kind of characterizations one might expect for Z. They involve (C Ã -)algebraic, dynamical and K-theoretic conditions; in the present paper we shall employ similar conditions to characterize the Jiang-Su algebra in various manners. We also give a topological characterization of Z which currently has no known analogue for O y .
Besides its original presentation as a universal C Ã -algebra with generators and relations, O y may be written as a crossed product of a canonical subalgebra by an endomorphism (see [2] ). Both these descriptions are concrete, and entirely intrinsic. Kirchberg has obtained a completely di¤erent characterization of O y , as the uniquely determined purely infinite, separable, unital, nuclear C Ã -algebra which is KK-equivalent to the complex numbers (cf. [9] ; see also [10] ). Note that this description is not intrinsic, since it compares O y with the complex numbers (at least on the level of KK-theory). Using the well known facts that strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebras are nuclear and either stably finite with a unique tracial state or purely infinite, it is then immediate that O y is the unique strongly selfabsorbing C Ã -algebra that has no tracial state and is KK-equivalent to C. Moreover, one might rephrase the condition of being purely infinite in terms of the Cuntz semigroup: a simple C Ã -algebra is purely infinite if and only if it is infinite and has almost unperforated Cuntz semigroup, in which case its Cuntz semigroup coincides with the semigroup f0; yg. Regarding the Cuntz semigroup as a K-theoretic invariant in the broadest sense, one arrives at an abstract (but extrinsic) characterization of O y among strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebras in terms of K-theory data.
Let us compare the characterizations of O y and of Z in more detail. Cuntz's original description of O y uses (infinitely many) generators and relations. While Jiang and Su's construction is not quite of this type, the building blocks of their inductive limit are given by (finitely many) generators and relations-and for many purposes this has proven to be just as useful as if the whole algebra was presented as a universal C Ã -algebra.
Cuntz's description of O y as a crossed product uses the dynamics of a certain canonical subalgebra. It is not so easy to write the Jiang-Su algebra as a crossed product by a single endomorphism, since such algebras tend to have nontrivial K 1 -groups, but we can nonetheless use dynamical properties of certain canonical subalgebras to write Z as a stationary inductive limit of such a subalgebra; the connecting map is not easy to describe explicitly (its existence follows from a result of I. Hirshberg and the authors), but its pertinent property can be stated in a very elegant manner. More precisely, we show that the Jiang-Su algebra is a stationary inductive limit of a generalized prime dimension drop C Ã -algebra and a trace-collapsing endomorphism; any such limit is isomorphic to Z. Although the connecting maps of the inductive system are not given explicitly, this is still an entirely intrinsic description of the Jiang-Su algebra. We wish to point out that this picture has already been proven highly useful in [22] .
The largest part of the paper will be devoted to finite versions (for Z) of Kirchberg's characterization of O y . The general pattern of such characterizations goes as follows: one states various conditions (C Ã -algebraic, K-theoretic and/or topological), and shows that, if met by a strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebra D, then D is isomorphic to Z. Then one observes that Z itself satisfies the conditions in question. The latter will follow mostly from known results by Jiang and Su, the first named author, and the second named author and E. Kirchberg. To establish an isomorphism between D and Z, it will su‰ce to construct unital embeddings in both directions, as we work within the class of strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebras.
Our first characterization singles out Z as the uniquely determined strongly selfabsorbing C Ã -algebra of stable rank one, for which the unit can be approximately divided in the Cuntz semigroup, and which is absorbed by any UHF algebra. The latter condition will guarantee that the algebra in question is absorbed by the Jiang-Su algebra, using a joint result by I. Hirshberg and the authors. That the algebra absorbs Z follows from stable rank one together with a cancellation theorem for the Cuntz semigroup established in Section 4, and from the divisibility condition. The key technical tool here will be Proposition 5.1, which provides criteria for embeddability of certain dimension drop intervals into a unital C Ã -algebra. Essentially, this is done by analyzing a set of generators and relations quite di¤erent from those used to describe dimension drop intervals in [8] .
Along similar lines, we then obtain another characterization of Z, as the uniquely determined strongly self-absorbing finite C Ã -algebra which has almost unperforated Cuntz semigroup and which is absorbed by any UHF algbra. We point out that the latter condition in particular entails that the algebra in question is KK-equivalent to the complex numbers, whence this characterization indeed may be viewed as a finite analogue of Kirchberg's characterization of O y . Again, the proof uses ideas from Proposition 5.1 in a crucial way, along with a further careful analysis of divisibility properties of strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebras.
Our last characterization of the Jiang-Su algebra involves the decomposition rank, a notion of covering dimension for nuclear C Ã -algebras introduced by E. Kirchberg and the second named author in [11] . Our result says that Z is the uniquely determined strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebra with finite decomposition rank which is KK-equivalent to the complex numbers. The proof uses the fact that finite decomposition rank entails su‰cient regularity on the level of the Cuntz semigroup; together with Proposition 5.1 this shows that finite decomposition rank and strongly self-absorbing imply Z-stability. That Z is the only such algebra then follows from a recent classification theorem of the second named author ( [22] ). We note that decomposition rank is of a very topological flavour, and that there is currently no analogous characterization for O y .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall some background results about strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebras, the Jiang-Su algebra, and order zero maps. In Section 3, we characterize the Jiang-Su algebra as a stationary inductive limit of generalized dimension drop algebras. Section 4 provides a cancellation theorem for the Cuntz semigroup of C Ã -algebras with stable rank one. In Section 5 we derive an abstract characterization of the Jiang-Su algebra among strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebras of stable rank one; in the subsequent section we obtain a variation of this result, asking the Cuntz semigroup to be almost unperforated. Finally, in Section 7, we characterize the Jiang-Su algebra among strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebras of finite decomposition rank.
The authors thank The Fields Institute and George Elliott for hospitality during our stay in the fall of 2007, and we thank George Elliott and Eberhard Kirchberg for a number of inspiring conversations on the question of how to characterize the Jiang-Su algebra abstractly.
Some background results
In this section we recall some well-known results about strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebras in general and about the Jiang-Su algebra, Z, in particular. (The reader is referred to the introduction and to [18] for a definition and properties of strongly selfabsorbing C Ã -algebras.) We also recall some facts about completely positive contractive (c.p.c.) order zero maps.
We quote below a result by Andrew Toms and the second named author about the hierarchy of strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebras: [18] ). Let D and E be strongly self-absorbing C Ãalgebras. Then: For each supernatural number p let M p denote the UHF algebra of type p. We say that p is of infinite type if p y ¼ p, in which case M p is strongly self-absorbing. (If p is a natural number, then M p will denote the C Ã -algebra of p Â p matrices over the complex numbers.) If p and q are natural or supernatural numbers, then we set
If p and q are natural numbers, then Z p; q is a so-called dimension-drop C Ã -algebra. If p and q are relatively prime, then Z p; q is said to be prime.
Let p be a natural number. Recall from [20] that a c.p.c. map j : M p ! A is said to have order zero if it preserves orthogonality. We collect below some well known facts about order zero maps (see [20] , Proposition 3.2(a), and [ [20] , [21] ). Let A be a C Ã -algebra, let p A N, and let j : M p ! A be a c.p.c. order zero map.
(i) There is a unique Ã -homomorphismj j : C 0 À ð0; 1 Á n M p ! A such that jðxÞ ¼j jði n xÞ for all x A M p , where iðtÞ ¼ t.
(ii) There is a unique Ã -homomorphism j : M p ! A ÃÃ given by sending the matrix unit e ij in M p to the partial isometry in A ÃÃ in the polar decomposition of jðe ij Þ. We have
for all x A M p ; and jð1 p Þ is the support projection of jð1 p Þ.
(iii) If, for some h A A ÃÃ with khk e 1, the element h Ã h commutes with jðM p Þ and satisfies h Ã hjðM p Þ L A, then the map j h : M p ! A given by j h ðxÞ ¼ hjðxÞh Ã , for x A M p , is a well defined c.p.c. order zero map.
The map j in (ii) above will be called the supporting Ã -homomorphism of j. Proposition 2.4 (Winter, [19] ). Suppose x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x p A A satisfy the relations
for all i; j ¼ 1; . . . ; n with i 3 j. Then the linear map c : M p ! A given by cðe ij Þ ¼ x Ã i x j is a c.p.c. order zero map.
Note that the original version of the above result was phrased in terms of elements of the form e i1 , i ¼ 2; . . . ; p. However, it is straightforward to check that the two versions are in fact equivalent.
The next proposition contains a recipe for finding a unital Ã -homomorphism from a dimension drop C Ã -algebra Z p; q into a unital C Ã -algebra A. 
Then there is a (unique) unital Ã -homomorphism j : Z p; q ! A, which makes the diagram
commutative, where the upwards maps are the obvious ones, whereã a andb b are as in Proposition 2.3(i), and whereã a 0 is obtained fromã a by reversing the orientation of the interval ½0; 1.
Proof. By [8] , Proposition 7.3, Z p; q is the universal C Ã -algebra with generators a 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a p , b 1 ; b 2 ; . . . ; b q and relations (R p ) from Proposition 2.4 (with the x i 's replaced by the a i 's), (R q ) (with the x i 's replaced by the b i 's), and
. . . ; p and j ¼ 1; . . . ; q. Identifying Z p; q with a sub-C Ã -algebra of Cð½0; 1Þ n M p n M q in the canonical way, and letting i A Cð½0; 1Þ denote the function iðtÞ ¼ t, we can take the generators in Z p; q to be
It is straightforward to check that the elements
in A satisfy the relations above, where a and b are the supporting Ã -homomorphisms for a and b, respectively. By the universal property of Z p; q there is (precisely) one unital Ã -homomorphism j : Z p; q ! A such that jða i Þ ¼ a i and jðb j Þ ¼ b j for all i and j; and one checks (on elements of the form ð1 À iÞ 1=2 n e ð pÞ
) that the diagram in the proposition is commutative. r 3. The Jiang-Su algebra and the C * -algebras Z p, q
In this section we characterize the Jiang-Su algebra using dynamical properties of the C Ã -algebras Z p; q (defined in the previous section, and with p and q supernatural numbers). The first result is an immediate consequence of one of the main results from [7] . We are indebted to the referee for a helpful comment on its proof. Proposition 3.1. Let D be a strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebra which tensorially is absorbed by every UHF-algebra B, i.e., D n B G B. Then D n Z p; q G Z p; q whenever p and q are infinite supernatural numbers.
Proof. The C Ã -algebra Z p; q is in a canonical way a Cð½0; 1Þ-algebra with fibres being UHF-algebras of type p at the left end-point, of type pq at ð0; 1Þ, and of type q at the right end-point. Each fibre is accordingly a UHF-algebra and so absorbs D tensorially.
Since any UHF algebra is Z-stable, in fact each fibre absorbs D n Z. As the interval ½0; 1 has finite dimension, and since the Z-stable C Ã -algebra D n Z is K 1 -injective by [15] , it follows from [7] that Z p; q also absorbs D n Z, hence D. r The Jiang-Su algebra is strongly self-absorbing ( [18] ) and it is being absorbed by all UHF-algebras ( [8] ), and so we get: The proposition below is proved in [15] , Proposition 2.2, in the case where p ¼ n y and q ¼ m y , and where n and m are natural numbers, that are relatively prime. We shall need this result in the slightly more general case where p and q are arbitrary supernatural numbers that are relatively prime. Assume that such p and q are given. Then write M p and M q as inductive limits
(with unital connecting mappings) for suitable sequences of natural numbers fp j g and fq j g. As p j j p and q j j q, it is automatic that p j and q j are relatively prime for all j. Let s j : M p j n M q j ! M p jþ1 n M q jþ1 be a unital Ã -homomorphism such that s j ðM p j n CÞ L M p jþ1 n C and s j ðC n M q j Þ L C n M q jþ1 . Then Z p; q is the limit of the inductive system
where r j is given by r j ð f Þ ¼ s j f . Proceeding as in the proof of [15] , Proposition 2.2, one obtains the following: Proposition 3.3. Let p and q be supernatural numbers that are relatively prime. Then Z p; q embeds unitally into Z.
Combining Proposition 3.3 and Corollary 3.2 we get unital embeddings Z p; q ! Z ! Z p; q whenever p and q are infinite supernatural numbers that are relatively prime. As we shall see below, this characterizes Z among strongly self-absorbing C Ãalgebras. First we note a related result.
A unital endomorphism j on a unital C Ã -algebra A is said to be trace-collapsing if t j ¼ t 0 j for any pair of tracial states t and t 0 on A. (ii) Let j be any trace-collapsing unital endomorphism on Z p; q . Then the Jiang-Su algebra Z is isomorphic to the inductive limit of the stationary inductive sequence:
Proof. (i) Take the composition of any unital embeddings Z p; q ! Z ! Z p; q (cf. the remarks above) and recall (e.g. from [8] ) that Z has a unique trace.
(ii) We note first that the inductive limit, call it A, of the sequence above is an inductive limit of prime dimension-drop C Ã -algebras, i.e., of C Ã -algebras of the form Z n; m with n and m natural numbers that are relatively prime. Indeed, each Z p; q is such an inductive limit, cf. the remarks above. Hence A can locally be approximated by prime dimension-drop C Ã -algebras. Each (prime) dimension-drop C Ã -algebra is weakly stable by [8] , Proposition 7.3, whence any C Ã -algebra that locally can be approximated by prime dimension-drop C Ãalgebras is an actual inductive limit of them, cf. [12] .
It now follows from Jiang and Su, [8] , cf. Theorem 2.2, that A is isomorphic to the Jiang-Su algebra Z if and only if A is simple and has unique trace.
Uniqueness of the trace of A follows easily from the assumption that j is tracecollapsing.
The endomorphism j is necessarily injective. Indeed, if it were not and I is the kernel of j, then j would induce an embedding of Z p; q =I into Z p; q . But any non-trivial quotient of Z p; q has non-trivial projections (i.e., projections other than 0 and 1), whereas Z p; q only contains the trivial projections, cf. the remarks in Section 2.
That A is simple now follows from the fact that jðaÞ is full in Z p; q for all non-zero a A Z p; q . To see this, let p t : Z p; q ! M pq denote the fibre map (for t A ½0; 1). Let t be the (unique) tracial state on M pq . Then t 7 ! ðt p t jÞða Ã aÞ is constant by the assumption that j is trace-collapsing, and this function is non-zero (because a is non-zero and j is injective). Hence p t À jðaÞ Á 3 0 for all t A ½0; 1, which entails that jðaÞ is full in Z p; q . r Proposition 3.5. The Jiang-Su algebra Z is the only strongly self-absorbing C Ãalgebra for which there are relatively prime infinite supernatural numbers p and q and unital embeddings Z p; q ! Z ! Z p; q .
Proof. Suppose that p and q are infinite supernatural numbers that are relatively prime and that A is a strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebra for which there are unital Ã -homomorphisms l : Z p; q ! A and m : A ! Z p; q . Consider the inductive system
The inductive limit of this system coincides with the inductive limits of the two subsystems below:
Any unital endomorphism on a strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebra is approximately unitarily equivalent to the identity by [18] , Corollary 1.12. It thus follows from an inductive limit argument (after Elliott-see for example [14] , Corollary 2.3.3) that the former inductive system above has inductive limit isomorphic to A.
As A has unique trace (cf. [18] , Theorem 1.7) the unital endomorphism m l is tracecollapsing. Hence the latter of the two inductive systems above has limit isomorphic to Z by Theorem 3.4.
This proves that A is isomorphic to Z. r
A cancellation theorem for the Cuntz semigroup
In this section we prove a cancellation theorem for the Cuntz semigroup for C Ãalgebras of stable rank one. This result, which might be of independent interest, and which extends a recent result of Elliott, [5] , is needed for the next section.
We refer the reader to [15] and [13] for notation and background material on Cuntz comparison of positive elements and on the Cuntz semigroup.
Recall the following fact, proved in [13] :
Proposition 4.1. Let A be a unital C Ã -algebra of stable rank one, let a, b be positive elements in A such that a 6 b, and let e > 0. It follows that there is a unitary element u A A such that u Ã ða À eÞ þ u A bAb:
The two results below show that the Cuntz semigroup W ðAÞ of a C Ã -algebra of stable rank one has almost cancellation: Proof. Upon replacing A by a suitable matrix algebra over A we can assume that a, b, p all belong to A and that a ? p and b ? p. Let 0 < e < 1. As ðp À eÞ þ ¼ ð1 À eÞp, we can use Proposition 4.1 to find a unitary u in the unitization of A such that
Being a hereditary sub-C Ã -algebra of A, B and hence also its unitization are of stable rank one. Now, upu Ã and p are equivalent projections in B, and so there is a unitary v in the unitization of B (that we may regard as being a sub-C Ã -algebra of the unitization of A)
which entails that v Ã uða À eÞ þ u Ã v belongs to ð1 À pÞBð1 À pÞ ¼ bAb. This proves that ða À eÞ þ 6 b; and as e > 0 was arbitrary, we conclude that a 6 b. r Proof. Upon replacing A by a matrix algebra over A we can assume that c belongs to A, and that x ¼ hai, y ¼ hbi for some positive elements a, b in A with a ? c and b ? c. Next, upon adjoining a unit to A we may assume that A is unital (this will not a¤ect the comparison of the elements a, b, c). Let h e : R þ ! R þ be given by and such that 0 is an accumulation point of spðaÞnf0g and of spðbÞnf0g, then p 6 j a but p l b 6 a l b (see [1] for more details).
We shall also need the lemma below for the next section. First we fix some notation to be used here and in the sequel. 
0;
t e h; 1;
e e t e 1; linear; else,
<
:
f e ¼ g 0; e : Lemma 4.5. Let A be a unital C Ã -algebra of stable rank one, and let a; b A A þ be such that hai þ hbi f h1 A i. Then 1 A À f e ðaÞ 6 ðb À eÞ þ for some e > 0.
Proof. As hð1 A À eÞ þ i ¼ h1 A i for all e A ½0; 1Þ one can conclude from [13] that here exists d > 0 such that
Take e such that 0 < e < d. Observe that 1 A À f e ðaÞ ? ða À eÞ þ . It follows that
By Theorem 4.3 this implies that 1 A À f e ðaÞ 6 ðb À eÞ þ . r
An axiomatic description of the Jiang-Su algebra
The main result of this section is Theorem 5.5 below in which a new characterization of the Jiang-Su algebra is given. The proof uses facts about the Cuntz semigroup and comparison theory for positive elements derived in the previous section.
Two positive elements a and b in a C Ã -algebra A are said to be equivalent, written
Recall the definition of the dimension-drop C Ã -algebra Z p; q from Section 2.
Proposition 5.1. Let A be a unital C Ã -algebra of stable rank one, and let n be a natural number. The following four conditions are equivalent:
(i) There exists x A W ðAÞ such that nx e h1 A i e ðn þ 1Þx.
(ii) There exist e > 0 and mutually equivalent and orthogonal positive elements b 1 ; b 2 ; . . . ; b n in A such that
(iii) There are elements v, s 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n A A of norm 1 such that
for all i and j with i 3 j.
(iv) There is a unital Ã -homomorphism from the C Ã -algebra Z n; nþ1 into A.
The hypothesis of stable rank one is only needed for the implication (i) ) (ii).
Proof. (i) ) (ii). Find a positive element d in some matrix algebra M k ðAÞ over A such that x ¼ hdi. There is d > 0 such that ðn þ 1Þhðd À dÞ þ i f h1 A i (cf. [13] ). As nhdi e h1 A i there is a row matrix t A M 1; nk ðAÞ such that
Then e 1 ; e 2 ; . . . ; e n are pairwise orthogonal positive elements in A each of which is equivalent to ðd À dÞ þ . It follows in particular that
Now use Lemma 4.5 (and recall from 4.4 the definition of the function f h ) to see that there exists h > 0 such that
Note that e 1 6 f h ðe 1 Þ ¼ b 1 (and also b 1 6 e 1 ), so there exists e > 0 such that ðe 1 À hÞ þ 6 ðb 1 À eÞ þ (see [13] ). It now follows that the elements b 1 ; b 2 ; . . . ; b n are as de-
(ii) ) (iii). We may assume that e < 1. Since each b i is equivalent to b 1 , there are
Note that 1 À À f e ðb 1 Þ þ Á Á Á þ f e ðb n Þ Á belongs to the hereditary sub-C Ã -algebra generated by À 1 À ðb 1 þ Á Á Á þ b n Þ À ð1 À eÞ Á þ . Choose 0 < h < 1 À e and note that g h; 1Àe À 1 À ðb 1 þ Á Á Á þ b n Þ Á is a unit for À 1 À ðb 1 þ Á Á Á þ b n Þ À ð1 À eÞ Á þ and hence also for 1 À À f e ðb 1 Þ þ Á Á Á þ f e ðb n Þ Á (cf. 4.4). It follows from the hypothesis and [13] , Proposition 2.4, that there is x A A such that
Since vv Ã belongs to ðb 1 À eÞ þ Aðb 1 À eÞ þ and ðb 1 À eÞ þ f e ðb 1 Þ ¼ ðb 1 À eÞ þ , we get that
(iii) ) (iv). In the light of Proposition 2.5, it su‰ces to construct order zero c.p.c. maps a : M nþ1 ! A and b : M n ! A with commuting images such that að1 nþ1 Þ þ bð1 n Þ ¼ 1 A .
The construction of a and b (and the verification that they have the desired properties) is rather long and tedious. It may be constructive to note that one quite easily can write down order zero c.p.c. maps m : M nþ1 ! A and r : M n ! A such that mð1 nþ1 Þ þ rð1 n Þ f 1 A . Indeed, put
. . . ; nÞ:
One can easily verify that the elements s 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n satisfy the relations (R n ) of Proposition 2.4, and that t 1 ; t 2 ; . . . ; t nþ1 satisfy the relations (R nþ1 ). It therefore follows from Proposition 2.4 that there are order zero c.p.c. maps
These maps fail to have commuting images, and mð1 nþ1 Þ þ rð1 n Þ is larger than but not equal to 1 A . We shall in the following modify these maps so that they get the desired properties. In the process we shall make much use of the map r, but we shall make no further explicit use of the map m.
Upon replacing s 1 by ðs Ã 1 s 1 Þ 1=2 we may assume that s 1 f 0. Let vjvj be the polar decomposition of v with v a partial isometry in A ÃÃ and jvj ¼ ðv Ã vÞ 1=2 . Let us note some relations satisfied by the elements v, v, s 1 ; . . . ; s n to be used later in the proof:
(d) s i s j ¼ 0 for all i ¼ 2; 3; . . . ; n, j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n.
The first part of (a) follows by the hypothesis that vv Ã ¼ s Ã 1 s 1 vv Ã , and the second part of (a) follows from the first part and standard properties of the polar decomposition. To see
This proves (e), (f) and (g) are well-known properties of the polar decomposition.
Recall the definition of the order zero c.p.c. map r from above, and associate to it the supporting Ã -homomorphism r : M n ! A ÃÃ defined in Proposition 2.3 (ii). Note (from (5.1) and Proposition 2.3 (ii)) that:
cf. (g). The map j is clearly linear and hermitian, and, as shown below, it is actually a Ã -homomorphism. Take c 1 ; c 2 A v Ã vAv Ã v and calculate:
where we in the second and third equation have used the relations for the s i 's from (5.1). We note the following relations concerning the Ã -homomorphism j:
We first prove ( j):
Next, for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n we have
hence (k) holds. The image of r is contained in the weak closure (in A ÃÃ ) of the C Ã -algebra generated by the s i 's, so (l) follows from (k). The calculation
shows that (m) holds.
Consider the two C Ã -algebras:
Note (by (e)) that v Ã v commutes with rðM n Þ and (hence) with rðM n Þ. The Ã -homomorphism l : Cð½0; 1; M n Þ ¼ Cð½0; 1Þ n M n ! A ÃÃ given by
restricts to a Ã -homomorphism l :
Indeed, D 1 is generated as a C Ã -algebra by the elements ð1 À iÞ n 1 n and ið1 À iÞ n x, x A M n (where iðtÞ ¼ t), and
By (l) we can define a Ã -homomorphism g : To see that the image of g is contained in A (rather than in A ÃÃ ) observe that the image of j is contained in the hereditary sub-C Ã -algebra of A generated by P n i¼1 s Ã i s i ¼ 1 A À v Ã v ¼ rð1 n Þ, and so by (i), jðcÞrðyÞ belongs to A for all c A v Ã vAv Ã v and y A M n .
Let u A C À ½0; 1; M n n M n Á X MðD 2 Þ be a self-adjoint unitary such that uðtÞ ¼ 1 n n 1 n ð0 e t e 1=3Þ; uðtÞðx n yÞuðtÞ ¼ y n x ð2=3 e t e 1Þ;
for all x; y A M n . Put w ¼ g ÃÃ ðuÞ A A ÃÃ (where g ÃÃ : D ÃÃ 2 ! A ÃÃ is the canonical extension of g). Let g A C 0 À ½0; 1Þ Á be given by gðtÞ ¼ 1; 0 e t e 2=3; 0;
t ¼ 1; linear; 2=3 < t < 1:
< :
We list some easily verified identities involving u, w, and g:
(n) u Á ðg n 1 n n 1 n Þ A D 2 .
(o) w Á ðj lÞðg n 1 n Þ ¼ ðj lÞðg n 1 n Þ Á w ¼ g À u Á ðg n 1 n n 1 n Þ Á A A.
(p) À ð1 À gÞ n 1 n n 1 n Á Á u Á ð1 n x n yÞ Á u ¼ ð1 À gÞ n y n x for all x; y A M n .
Put
. . . ; nÞ; x nþ1 ¼ lðg n 1 n Þ 1=2 :
The x i 's satisfy the following relations:
Let us verify these identities. This proves that (q) holds. As s Ã i vlðg n 1 n Þ belongs to A (by (g)), we can use (o) to conclude that x Ã i x nþ1 belongs to A. When i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n we have x Ã i x j ¼ w Ã s Ã i vlðg n 1 n Þv Ã s j w; and vlðg n 1 n Þv Ã belongs to A by (g). Moreover, s Ã i vlðg n 1 n Þv Ã s j ¼ ðjÞ; ðkÞ ðj lÞðg n 1 n Þ 1=2 s Ã i vv Ã s j ðj lÞðg n 1 n Þ 1=2 :
We can now use (o) to see that
and use (f). Use (5.1) to see that x Ã i x i ? x Ã j x j when i 3 j and i; j e n. We proceed to establish (u):
w Ã s Ã i vlðg n 1 n Þv Ã s i w ¼ ðjÞ; ðkÞ P n i¼1 w Ã ðj lÞðg n 1 n Þs Ã i vv Ã s i w ¼ ðuÞ w Ã ðj lÞðg n 1 n Þw ¼ ðoÞ ðj lÞðg n 1 n Þ:
From this we see that (v) holds, and we also see that
It follows from (r), (s), (t) and Proposition 2.4 that there is an order zero c.p.c. map a : M nþ1 ! A;
given by aðe ðnþ1Þ ij
. . . ; n þ 1Þ:
We list some properties of a:
(w) að1 nþ1 Þ ¼ lðg n 1 n Þ þ ðj lÞðg n 1 n Þ.
(x) ½lðg n 1 n Þ; rðM n Þ ¼ 0, ½að1 nþ1 Þ; rðM n Þ ¼ 0.
(w) is just a reformulation of (v). The first part of (x) follows from (e) when we note that g is a function of 1 À i, whence lðg n 1 n Þ belongs to the C Ã -algebra generated by l À ð1 À iÞ n 1 n Á ¼ v Ã v, and that the image of r is contained in the weak closure (in A ÃÃ ) of the C Ã -algebra generated by the s i 's. The second part of (x) follows from the first part together with (w) and (l). As g f 1 À i we get lðg n 1 n Þ f l À ð1 À iÞ n 1
This proves (y). Finally, (z) follows from (y) and the fact that rð1 n ÞrðxÞ ¼ rðxÞ A A.
It follows from (x) and (z) above, together with Proposition 2.3 (iii), that
defines an order zero c.p.c. map from M n into A. Use (y) to see that
To complete the proof we must show that the images of a and b commute. For brevity, put h ¼ lðg n 1 n Þ, recall that að1 nþ1 Þ ¼ h þ jðhÞ and that h ? jðhÞ (the latter by (m)). For k, l, i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n we have: The image of a is contained in the C Ã -algebra, E, generated by faðe i; nþ1 Þ j i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ng, which again, by the argument above, is contained in the commutant of the image of b.
(To see this use that að1 nþ1 Þ A E, that E is contained in the hereditary sub-C Ã -algebra of A generated by að1 nþ1 Þ, and that aðxÞaðyÞ ¼ að1 nþ1 ÞaðxyÞ for all x; y A M nþ1 , cf. Proposition 2.3 (ii).) It has now been verified that the images of a and b commute.
(iv) ) (i). This follows from [15] , Lemma 4.2. r Quite surprisingly there is a very recent example of a unital, simple infinite dimensional C Ã -algebra that does not admit a unital embedding of the Jiang-Su algebra or for that matter of any dimension drop C Ã -algebra Z n; m with n; m f 2 (see [4] ). This example is based on Example 4.8 of [7] of a unital CðX Þ-algebra whose fibres absorb the Jiang-Su algebra, but which does not itself absorb the Jiang-Su algebra. This C Ã -algebra has no finite dimensional quotient, and one can quite easily see that one cannot unitally embed the Jiang-Su algebra or Z n; m (with n; m f 2) into this C Ã -algebra.
In other words, simple infinite dimensional C Ã -algebras can fail to have the (very weak) divisibility property 5.1 (i). Nonetheless, prompted by the equivalence of (i) and (iv) of the proposition above, one might ask the following: Question 5.3. Does the Jiang-Su algebra Z embed unitally into any unital C Ãalgebra A for which its Cuntz semigroup W ðAÞ has the following divisibility property: For every natural number n there exists x A W ðAÞ such that nx e h1 A i e ðn þ 1Þx?
The Jiang-Su algebra has the divisibility property of the question above (cf. [15] , Lemma 4.2), and hence so does any unital C Ã -algebra that admits a unital embedding of Z. The question above has an a‰rmative answer when A is strongly self-absorbing and of stable rank one:
Proposition 5.4. Let D be a strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebra of stable rank one such that for each natural number n there is x in the Cuntz semigroup W ðDÞ with nx e h1 D i e ðn þ 1Þx. Then the Jiang-Su algebra Z embeds unitally into D.
Proof. One can write Z as an inductive limit of prime dimension-drop C Ã -algebras of the form Z n; nþ1 . By assumption and Proposition 5.1, each Z n; nþ1 maps unitally into D. As D is strongly self-absorbing, D embeds unitally into D y X D 0 , where D y ¼ l y ðDÞ=c 0 ðDÞ, whence Z n; nþ1 maps unitally into D y X D 0 for all n. It now follows from [16] , Proposition 2.2, that D G D n Z, and hence that Z embeds unitally into D. r
We are now ready to prove our main result of this section: Proof. It is well-known that Z satisfies (i)-(iv). To prove the ''if '' part it su‰ces to show that D embeds unitally into Z and that Z embeds unitally into D, cf. Proposition 2.1.
It follows from Proposition 3.1 that D n Z 2 y ; 3 y G Z 2 y ; 3 y . Hence D embeds unitally into Z 2 y ; 3 y which again embeds unitally into Z by Proposition 3.3.
That Z embeds into D follows from Proposition 5.4. r
Strongly self-absorbing C * -algebras with almost unperforated Cuntz semigroup
In this section, we rephrase Theorem 5.5 in terms of an algebraic condition on the Cuntz semigroup of a strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebra. Along the way, we show that a strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebra has almost unperforated Cuntz semigroup if and only if it absorbs the Jiang-Su algebra. Remark 6.1 (Dimension functions). A dimension function on a C Ã -algebra A is a function d : M y ðAÞ þ ! R þ which satisfies dða l bÞ ¼ dðaÞ þ dðbÞ, and dðaÞ e dðbÞ if a 6 b for all a; b A M y ðAÞ þ . It is lower semicontinuous if, for every monotone increasing sequence ða n Þ in M y ðAÞ þ with a n ! a for some a A A, one has dða n Þ ! dðaÞ.
If t is a (positive) trace on A, then
defines a dimension function on A (where f e is as defined in Notation 4.4, and when t is extended in the canonical way to M y ðAÞ). Every lower semicontinuous dimension function on an exact C Ã -algebra arises in this way.
Every dimension function d on A factors through the Cuntz semigroup, i.e., it gives rise to an additive order preserving mappingd d : W ðAÞ ! R þ given byd dðhaiÞ ¼ dðaÞ for a A M y ðAÞ þ . The functionald d is called a state (or a dimension function) on W ðAÞ. If there is no risk of confusion, then we use the same symbol to denote the dimension function on A and the corresponding state on W ðAÞ.
It is well-known that a stably finite strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebra D has precisely one trace (which we shall usually denote by t); this determines a unique lower semicontin-uous dimension function (also denoted by d t in the sequel). When identifying D with D n D one has d t ða n bÞ ¼ d t ðaÞ Á d t ðbÞ ð6:1Þ for all a; b A D þ . Remark 6.2 (Almost unperforation and strict comparison). The Cuntz semigroup W ðAÞ of a C Ã -algebra A is said to be almost unperforated, cf. [15] , if for all x; y A W ðAÞ and for all natural numbers n one has ðn þ 1Þx e ny ) x e y.
If A is simple and unital, then W ðAÞ is almost unperforated if and only if A has strict comparison, i.e., whenever x; y A W ðAÞ are such that dðxÞ < dðyÞ for all dimension functions d on A (that can be taken to be normalized: dðh1 A iÞ ¼ 1), then x e y (see [15] , Proposition 3.2).
If A is simple, exact and unital, then W ðAÞ is almost unperforated if and only if A has strict comparison given by traces: For all x; y A W ðAÞ one has that x e y if d t ðxÞ < d t ðyÞ for all tracial states t on A (see [15] , Corollary 4.6). Lemma 6.3. Let A 3 C be a unital C Ã -algebra with a faithful tracial state t. Then there are 0 < l < 1 and positive elements e and f in A such that e ? f and
Proof. Choose a positive normalized element d A A such that f0; 1g L sðdÞ; such an element exists in any C Ã -algebra of vector space dimension strictly larger than 1. If sðdÞ 3 ½0; 1, then A contains a nontrivial projection p, and we can take l ¼ tðpÞ, e ¼ p and f ¼ 1 À p. Suppose now that sðdÞ ¼ ½0; 1. The trace t induces a probability measure m on sðdÞ ¼ ½0; 1 which is non-zero on any non-empty open subset of ½0; 1 (because t is assumed to be faithful). Take t in the open interval ð0; 1Þ such that mðftgÞ ¼ 0. Then l ¼ mð½0; tÞ, e ¼ ðd À tÞ À , and f ¼ ðd À tÞ þ are as desired. r
In the lemmas below it is established that the Cuntz semigroup of a strongly selfabsorbing C Ã -algebra has a rather strong divisibility property. Proof. We can identify D with ðD 0 Þ ny , where D 0 is (isomorphic to) D. By Lemma 6.3, there are 0 < l < 1 and positive elements e, f in D (that we can assume to have norm equal to 1) such that e ? f , d t ðeÞ ¼ l, and d t ð f Þ ¼ 1 À l. Set l ¼ lð1 À lÞ > 0, and set
Then b 0 ? c 0 , and hb 0 i ¼ hc 0 i because D is strongly self-absorbing (which implies that there is a sequence ðu n Þ of unitaries in D such that u Ã n b 0 u n ! c 0 ). Moreover, by (6.1), we have d t ðb 0 Þ ¼ d t ðc 0 Þ ¼ l.
Set d ¼ e n e þ f n f A D 0 n D 0 , and for each natural number n set b n ¼ d n Á Á Á n d n e n f n 1 D 0 n Á Á Á A D; c n ¼ d n Á Á Á n d n f n e n 1 D 0 n Á Á Á A D;
where d appears n times. Then, as above, we have that hb n i ¼ hc n i; and the elements b 0 ; b 1 ; b 2 ; . . . , c 0 ; c 1 ; c 2 ; . . . are pairwise orthogonal. Moreover, by (6.1), we have d t ðdÞ ¼ 1 À 2l and hence d t ðb n Þ ¼ d t ðc n Þ ¼ ð1 À 2lÞ n l:
define elements b and c in D with the desired properties. r Lemma 6.5. Let A be a C Ã -algebra which contains an increasing sequence ðA n Þ of sub-C Ã -algebras whose union is dense in A. Let x A W ðAÞ and e > 0 be given. Let t be a trace on A. Then there exist natural numbers k and r and a positive element a A M r ðA k Þ L M r ðAÞ such that hai e x and d t ðhaiÞ f d t ðxÞ À e.
Proof.
The element x is represented by a positive element b in a matrix algebra M r ðAÞ over A. Since d t is lower semicontinuous there is d > 0 such that d t À ðb À dÞ þ Á f d t ðbÞ À e. Find k and a positive element a 0 in M r ðA k Þ such that ka 0 À bk < d=2. Put a ¼ ða 0 À d=2Þ þ A M r ðA k Þ. Then hai e hbi ¼ x (by [13] , Section 2). Moreover, ka À bk < d, so again by [13] , Section 2, we have hai f hðb À dÞ þ i, which implies that d t ðhaiÞ f d t À hðb À dÞ þ i Á f d t ðxÞ À e. r Lemma 6.6. Let D be a finite strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebra. Let x A W ðDÞ and 0 3 k A N be given. Then, for each e > 0, there is y A W ðDÞ such that ky e x and kd t ðyÞ f d t ðxÞ À e.
Proof. Let us first prove the lemma for k ¼ 2 (for k ¼ 1, there is nothing to show). For each natural number r, identify M r ðDÞ with M r ðD 0 Þ n ðD 0 Þ ny , where D 0 is (isomorphic to) D. By Lemma 6.5 it su‰ces to consider the case where x ¼ hdi for some positive element d A M r ðD 0 Þ n ðD 0 Þ nk n 1 D 0 n Á Á Á;
for suitable natural numbers k and r, that is d ¼ d 0 n 1 D 0 n Á Á Á for some d 0 A M r ðD 0 Þ n ðD 0 Þ nk . Let b and c be as in Lemma 6.4, and set
where we have identified M r ðDÞ with M r ðD 0 Þ n ðD 0 Þ nk n ðD 0 Þ ny . Then b 0 and c 0 are orthogonal, belong to the hereditary sub-C Ã -algebra of M r ðDÞ generated by d, and satisfy hb 0 i ¼ hc 0 i. Moreover, by (6.1),
Set y ¼ hb 0 i. Then 2y ¼ hb 0 þ c 0 i e hdi ¼ x, and 2d t ðyÞ ¼ 2d t ðb 0 Þ ¼ d t ðxÞ. (Note that in this case, i.e., for k ¼ 2 and for x ¼ hdi of the special form considered above, we prove the lemma with e ¼ 0.) Next, a repeated application of the case k ¼ 2 yields that the lemma holds for k ¼ 2 j , for any j A N.
To derive the lemma for an arbitrary natural number k, choose m; j A N such that 1 k À e 2kd t ðxÞ e m 2 j e 1 k :
Then 2 j 1 À e 2d t ðxÞ e mk e 2 j :
Choose e 0 > 0 such that À d t ðxÞ À e 0 Á 1 À e 2d t ðxÞ f d t ðxÞ À e:
Now apply the lemma with 2 j and e 0 in the place of k and e to obtain y 0 A W ðDÞ with 2 j y 0 e x and 2 j d t ðy 0 Þ f d t ðxÞ À e 0 . Put y ¼ my 0 . Then ky ¼ kmy 0 e 2 j y 0 e x and kd t ðyÞ ¼ mkd t ðy 0 Þ f 2 j 1 À e 2d t ðxÞ d t ðy 0 Þ f 1 À e 2d t ðxÞ À d t ðxÞ À e 0 Á f d t ðxÞ À e: r Proposition 6.7. Let D be a strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebra. Then W ðDÞ is almost unperforated if and only if D absorbs the Jiang-Su algebra tensorially.
Proof. By [15] , Z-stability implies that the Cuntz semigroup is almost unperforated. To show the converse, it will be enough to consider finite D, for if D is infinite, it is well known to absorb O y , hence Z. We show that Proposition 5.1(ii) holds for each natural number n, which then, by Proposition 5.1, will imply that Z n; nþ1 embeds unitally into D. As in the proof of Proposition 5.4, this entails that Z embeds unitally into D. We can finally use Proposition 2.1 to conclude that D is Z-stable.
Our proof of 5.1(ii) follows to a large extent that of (i) ) (ii) of Proposition 5.1; however, we will have to avoid use of Lemma 4.5, since we do not assume D to be of stable rank one.
Let n A N be given. By Lemma 6.6 there is x A W ðDÞ such that nx e h1 D i and d t ðxÞ > 1=ðn þ 1Þ. Now follow the proof of (i) ) (ii) of Proposition 5.1 to the point where d > 0, d A M k ðDÞ, and pairwise orthogonal positive elements e 1 ; e 2 ; . . . ; e n in D have been constructed such that x ¼ hdi and e j @ ðd À dÞ þ . (Note that the assumption of stable rank one was not used up to that point.) Upon choosing d > 0 small enough, and using lower semicontinuity of d t , one can further obtain that d t ðe 1 Þ ¼ d t À ðd À dÞ þ Á > 1=ðn þ 1Þ (recalling that d t ðdÞ ¼ d t ðxÞ > 1=ðn þ 1Þ). For h > 0, let f h be as in Notation 4.4. As 1 D À f h ðe 1 þ e 2 þ Á Á Á þ e n Þ ? ðe 1 þ e 2 þ Á Á Á þ e n À hÞ þ we get lim h!0þ
(the first inequality is actually equality). Thus we infer, by Remark 6.2 and the assumption that W ðDÞ is almost unperforated, that
1 D À f h ðe 1 þ e 2 þ Á Á Á þ e n Þ 6 ðe 1 À hÞ þ for some h > 0. We can now follow the last three lines of the proof of (i) ) (ii) of Proposition 5.1 to arrive at the conclusion that 5.1(ii) holds. r Corollary 6.8. In Theorem 5.5, conditions (ii) and (iii) may as well be replaced by (ii 0 ) D is finite.
(iii 0 ) W ðDÞ is almost unperforated.
Proof. By [8] and [15] , Z satisfies (ii 0 ) and (iii 0 ), so we have to check that (ii 0 ) and (iii 0 ) (together with the other hypotheses) imply conditions (ii) and (iii) of 5.5. But (iii 0 ) entails that D is Z-stable by Proposition 6.7, and (ii 0 ) together with Z-stability yields stable rank one, cf. [15] . Now by Remark 5.2, D satisfies 5.1(i), hence 5.5(iii). r 7. Strongly self-absorbing C * -algebras with finite decomposition rank
In this final section we single out the Jiang-Su algebra among strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebras with finite decomposition rank. Recall that the latter is a notion of topological dimension for nuclear C Ã -algebras that was introduced by E. Kirchberg and the second named author in [11] .
The order on the Cuntz semigroup is not the algebraic order (i.e., if x e y, then we do not necessarily have z in the Cuntz semigroup such that y ¼ x þ z). The following lemma, which is needed for the proof of Proposition 7.5 below, seeks to remedy this situation. Lemma 7.1. Let A be a C Ã -algebra.
(i) Let a, b be positive elements in A such that a 6 b, and let e > 0 be given. Then there are positive elements a 0 and c in bAb such that a 0 ? c; a 0 @ ða À 2eÞ þ ; b 6 ða À eÞ þ l c: Moreover, if d is a lower semicontinuous dimension function on A and if d > 0 is given, then there exists e 0 > 0 such that if 0 < e e e 0 , then dðbÞ À dðaÞ e dðcÞ e dðbÞ À dðaÞ þ d:
(ii) Let d be a lower semicontinuous dimension function on W ðAÞ, and let x; y A W ðAÞ be such that x e y. Then, for each d > 0, there is z A W ðAÞ such that x þ z f y and dðzÞ e dðyÞ À dðxÞ þ d.
Proof. (i) By [13] , Proposition 2.4, there is v A A such that v Ã v ¼ ða À eÞ þ and vv Ã belongs to bAb. With h e as defined in (4.1) we have h e ðvv Ã Þ ? ðvv Ã À eÞ þ . (We remark that h e ðvv Ã Þ belongs to A if A is unital, and that it otherwise belongs to the unitization of A.) Put a 0 ¼ ðvv Ã À eÞ þ @ ðv Ã v À eÞ þ ¼ ða À 2eÞ þ ; c ¼ h e ðvv Ã Þbh e ðvv Ã Þ;
and note that a 0 and c both belong to bAb. Moreover, a 0 ? c, and vv Ã þ c is strictly positive in bAb. The latter implies that b 6 vv Ã þ c 6 vv Ã l c @ ða À eÞ þ l c:
If d is a lower semicontinuous dimension function on A, then for each d > 0 there is e 0 > 0 such that d À ða À 2e 0 Þ þ Á f dðaÞ À d. As a 0 ? c we have dða 0 Þ þ dðcÞ ¼ dða 0 þ cÞ e dðbÞ, whence dðcÞ e dðbÞ À dða 0 Þ ¼ dðbÞ À d À ða À 2eÞ þ Á e dðbÞ À d À ða À 2e 0 Þ þ Á e dðbÞ À dðaÞ þ d; whenever 0 < e e e 0 . On the other hand, since b 6 ða À eÞ þ l c we have dðbÞ e d À ða À eÞ þ Á þ dðcÞ e dðaÞ þ dðcÞ, which entails that dðcÞ f dðbÞ À dðaÞ.
(ii) Upon replacing A with a matrix algebra over A we can assume that x ¼ hai and y ¼ hbi for some positive elements a; b A A. Now use (i) to find e > 0 and c such that b 6 ða À eÞ þ l c 6 a l c and such that dðcÞ e dðbÞ À dðaÞ þ d. We can then take z to be hci. r
We quote below a result by Andrew Toms and the second named author stating that C Ã -algebras with finite decomposition rank satisfy a weak version of strict comparison. The original lemma was stated in a slightly di¤erent manner; the version below employs the fact that decomposition rank is invariant under taking matrix algebras. Lemma 7.2 (Toms-Winter, [17] , Lemma 6.1). Let A be a simple, separable and unital C Ã -algebra with decomposition rank n < y. Suppose that x; y 0 ; y 1 ; . . . ; y n A W ðAÞ satisfy dðxÞ < dðy j Þ for all j ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; n and for any lower semicontinuous dimension function d on A. Then x e y 0 þ y 1 þ Á Á Á þ y n .
The lemma above has the following two sharper versions for strongly self-absorbing C Ã -algebras:
